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Due to the scattered nature of DDoS attacks and advancement of new technologies such as cloud-assisted WBAN, it becomes
challenging to detect malicious activities by relying on conventional security mechanisms. �e detection of such attacks demands
an adaptive and incremental learning classi�er capable of accurate decision making with less computation. Hence, the DDoS attack
detection using existing machine learning techniques requires full data set to be stored in the memory and are not appropriate for
real-time network tra	c. To overcome these shortcomings, Very Fast Decision Tree (VFDT) algorithm has been proposed in the
past that can handle high speed streaming data e	ciently. Whilst considering the data generated by WBAN sensors, noise is an
obvious aspect that severely a
ects the accuracy and increases false alarms. In this paper, an enhanced VFDT (EVFDT) is proposed
to e	ciently detect the occurrence of DDoS attack in cloud-assisted WBAN. EVFDT uses an adaptive tie-breaking threshold for
node splitting. To resolve the tree size expansion under extreme noise, a lightweight iterative pruning technique is proposed. To
analyze the performance of EVFDT, four metrics are evaluated: classi�cation accuracy, tree size, time, and memory. Simulation
results show that EVFDT attains signi�cantly high detection accuracy with fewer false alarms.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, cloud-assisted WBAN for patient health mon-
itoring have attracted researchers’ attention. Besides other
open issues inWBAN environment such as energy e	ciency,
quality of service, and standardization, security and privacy
are the key issues that need special attention. Among these
security issues, data availability is the most nagging security
issue.�e Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is one
of the most powerful attacks on the availability of patients
health data and services of health care professional. DDoS
attack severely a
ects the capacity and performance of a
WBAN network if not handled in a timely and appropriate
manner [1].

For detecting a DDoS attack in cloud-assisted WBAN,
there is a need for a defensive approach that understands the
network semantics and �ow of tra	c in the networks. When
a victim node is �ooded with huge amount of packets that

exceeds its processing ability, the excessmust be dropped.�e
packet based dropping strategy helps in distinguishing the
legitimate tra	c from the �ood tra	c and is used to avoid
the impact of attack tra	c on legitimate users. Observing
the network tra	c �ow shows that there is no regular
structure of patterns existing in the network and therefore
statistical pattern identi�cation techniques are needed. Inte-
grating existing attack detection and defense mechanism
in a resource constrained WBAN network increases the
computation and communication cost [2].

�e network resources are not enough to mitigate the
huge amount of tra	c generated by DDoS attack. �erefore,
there is a need for an approach that is lightweight and capable
of handling real-time streaming data. For this research, data
mining techniques have been studied and explored. Among
the data mining techniques, VFDT is proved to be the
most prevalent due to the simplicity and interpretability
of their rules and thus considered as more appropriate for
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low-power sensor networks. �e underlying reasons for the
selection of VFDT are as follows: (1) it lightweight; that
is, it does not require a dataset to be stored in memory,
thus making it suitable for resource constraint WBAN; (2)
it can progressively build decision tree from scratch which
helps in detecting DDoS attack at any stage; (3) each time
a new segment of sensor data arrives, a testing and training
process is performed over it keeping the stored data up to
date; (4) it does not require reading full dataset and yet
adjusts decision tree according to the newly incoming and
gathered statistical attributes, thus consuming less memory
space; (5) it is appropriate for huge amount of nonstationary
and streaming data obtained from WBAN sensors; (6) it
provides a transparent learning process. �ese features make
VFDT a suitable candidate for implementing an autonomous
decision maker for DDoS attack detection in cloud-assisted
WBAN.

In this paper an improvement of VFDT [3], namely,
enhanced VFDT (EVFDT), is proposed which di
ers from
the existing algorithms in terms of classi�cation accuracy,
tree size, memory, and time. Our proposal is to build a deci-
sion tree based classi�cation algorithm capable of handling
noisy data and detecting a DDoS attack e	ciently with high
accuracy and low false alarm rate while allowing legitimate
requesters to access the resources. �e proposed algorithm is
deployed at the victim node.

�e contributions of this paper include the following:

(1) It proposed a novel EVFDT classi�cation algorithm
that is capable of classifying network tra	c and
detecting DDoS attack with high accuracy and less
false alarms. EVFDT has achieved classi�cation accu-
racy of about 96.5% with 0% noise and 81.5% with
20% noise in dataset.

(2) It is analyzing the e
ect of noise on stream data and
its impact on the accuracy and false alarm rate while
detecting a malicious behavior in the network.

(3) It highlights the shortcomings of the existing DDoS
detection techniques.

(4) For simulation experiment, a DDoS attack algorithm
is written and simulated in order to generate attack
tra	c for evaluation.

(5) It presents evaluation of the proposed algorithm and
results.

�e remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the existing data mining and stream
mining techniques for detecting DDoS attack along with
their limitation when applied in resource scarceWBAN envi-
ronment. Section 3 elucidates the proposed system model
and proposed algorithms. Section 4 presents the simulation
experiment with proposed algorithm for generating DDoS
attack strategy. At the end of Section 4, a detailed perfor-
mance analysis and results comparison are given. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper with recommendation for
future work.

2. Related Work

2.1. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Attack. A Dis-
tributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is de�ned as an
explicit attempt by an attacker to exhaust the resources of
a victim node. Multiple nodes are deployed to launch an
attack by sending a stream of packets towards the victim,
thus consuming the key resources of victim node andmaking
them unavailable to legitimate nodes.�ese resources mainly
include the network bandwidth, computing power, andmem-
ory resources [4].

DDoS attack is mainly divided into two classes [5],
bandwidth depletion attack and resource depletion attack.
In bandwidth depletion attack, the goal of an attacker is to
�ood the victim node with huge amount of tra	c in order to
prevent the legitimate tra	c from reaching the victim node.
It is further divided into �ood attack and ampli�cation attack.
In resource depletion attack, the goal of an attacker is to
degenerate the critical resources (processor andmemory) of a
victimnode in order to prevent the legitimate user fromusing
these resources.

A detailed analysis of DDoS attack in cloud-assisted
WBAN environment and its implication shows that DDoS
attack has following characteristics:

(1) During an attack, the packet length, sequence num-
ber, and window size remain �xed.

(2) Source IP and destination IP address along with port
numbers are spoofed and generated randomly.

(3) Packet throughput decreases for legitimate users,
which is de�ned as the number of bytes transferred
from source to destination per unit time.

(4) Packet loss increases for legitimate users, which
occurs due to the interaction of legitimate tra	c with
attack tra	c.

(5) Packet delay increases as network congestion builds
up.

(6) Tra	c jitter may also increase signi�cantly to impact
especially real-time tra	c.

Taking into account these characteristics, the key chal-
lenge lies in identifying the attack tra	c from legitimate
tra	c of incoming data stream.

2.2. Data Mining Techniques. In the recent past, data min-
ing techniques have been considered as one of the most
promising solutions for identifying the malicious behavior
of nodes in the network. For this research, data mining
techniques have been studied and evaluated for the detection
of DDoS attack in cloud-assisted WBAN environment. From
the perspective of DDoS attack detection, existing data
mining techniques (Subbulakshmi et al. [6], Wu et al. [7],
Lee et al. [8], Arun and Selvakumar [9], and �we and
�andar [10]) can be broadly classi�ed into source-based
and destination-based detection techniques. Source-based
detection techniques are deployed near the source of an attack
whereas destination-based detection techniques are deployed
near the victim of an attack.
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Subbulakshmi et al. [6] proposed an Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) based defense mechanism to counter DDoS
attack. �e IDS is trained using the datasets obtained from
the extraction of attack tra	c features. To strengthen the
detection process, weights are added with these datasets at
regular intervals.

Wu et al. [7] proposed a destination-based DDoS attack
detection technique. In this technique, a decision tree is
deployed for attack detection and a tra	c pattern matching
technique for attack identi�cation and its traceback. For the
classi�cation of network tra	c, ��een di
erent network and
packet features are selected. C4.5 classi�cation algorithm
is deployed to classify the network tra	c on the basis of
identi�ed packet features.

In [8], a source-based attack detection technique is pro-
posed based on an enhanced tra	c matrix approach. Tra	c
matrix parameters are optimized using a genetic algorithm
(GA). To construct a tra	c matrix, two features of the IP
header are used, namely, the packet arrival time and source
IP address. From the resultant tra	c matrix, variance is
calculated and used to classify the tra	c as normal (high
variance) or a DDoS attack (low variance). Finally alerts are
generated upon the detection of an attack.

In [9], the author explores the ensemble based neurofuzzy
classi�er. �e author contributes to existing classi�er by
including a weight update distribution policy, error cost
reduction, and ensemble output combination approach. For
performance evaluation, training and testing datasets are
separately maintained. �e result shows that this scheme
e	ciently detects DDoS attack.

�we and �andar [10] proposed a statistical anomaly
detection technique based on �-Nearest Neighbor (�NN)
deployed at the victim node. A user speci�ed threshold is
de�ned.When the current state of the system di
ers from the
de�ned model by a speci�ed threshold, an anomaly is raised.
At this stage �NN is used to detect an attack.

A detailed comparison of these techniques along with
their limitations can be found in [11]. �e major drawback
of data mining techniques is that they are not suitable for
real-time data mining of network tra	c and require a huge
amount of memory to store the datasets. In recent past,
stream mining techniques have been proposed to overcome
the limitations of data mining techniques.

2.3. Stream Mining Techniques: Very Fast Decision Tree
(VFDT). Taking into account the resource constrained
nature of WBAN sensors, VFDT proves to be a lightweight
data mining technique that is able to process a large amount
of high speed streaming data consuming less memory space.
It turns out to be e	cient in the detection of DDoS attack
at any stage due to its ability of building decision tree from
scratch. In [11] VFDT is applied for detection of DDoS attack
and objective based comparison is done. �e results show
that the VFDT proves to be an accurate tool for DDoS attack
detection. �erefore, VFDT is selected and improved for
detecting DDoS attack e	ciently.

2.3.1. Variants of VFDT. VFDT is a stream-based data classi-
�cationmethod that learns using a complete set of� training

samples expressed as (�, �), where� is a vector of � attributes
given as {�1, �2, . . . , ��}. �e aim is to construct a model
of a mapping function � = �(�) that will predict the
classes of subsequent samples � with maximum accuracy. To
design a VFDT for DDoS attack detection, the mathematical
preliminaries used for the classi�cation are �rst discussed (see
[3, 12]).

Hoe�ding Bound. �is gives a certain level of con�dence
about the best attribute to split the node. Suppose we have�
independent observations of a real-valued random variable 	
whose bounded range is 
. �e Hoe
ding bound states that,
with con�dence level 1 − �, the true mean of variable 	 is at
least 	 − �, where � can be calculated using

� = √
2 ln (1/�)2� . (1)

Information Gain. VFDT uses the information gain as heuris-
tic evaluation function to �nd the upper and lower bounds
with high con�dence. �e upper bound �(⋅)+ and lower
bound �(⋅)− are calculated using

� (�, �)+ = ∑
V∈�

� (�, �, V) + √ ln (1/�)2� � (Sel (�, �, V))+

� (�, �)− = ∑
V∈�

� (�, �, V) + √ ln (1/�)2� � (Sel (�, �, V))− ,
(2)

where � is an attribute in the � set of training samples.�(�, �, V) is a fragment of the training samples in set � that
holds the value V for attribute �. Sel(�, �, V) selects all the
training samples having value V for attribute � from set �.

Although VFDT classi�es stream data e	ciently, it has
limitations like the fact that it cannot handle noisy data
and classi�cation accuracy decreases with the increase in
noise. In recent past, few variations of VFDT have been
proposed. In this section, variants of VFDT are discussed
and brie�y analyzed for their feasibility long with their
limitations when employed for DDoS attack detection in
cloud-assisted WBAN. �e variations of VFDT are analyzed
on the following parameters: attack detection accuracy, time,
memory, and tree size.

Domingos and Hulten [3] proposed VFDT based on
Hoe
ding bound (HB) using (1) to control over error in
the attribute splitting distribution selection. Information gain�(⋅) given in (2) is used as heuristic evaluation function
(HEF) in order to decide the split attribute to convert the
decision nodes to leaves. Δ� = �(��) − �(��) de�nes the
di
erence between the two best attributes �� (highest �(⋅))
and�� (secondhighest�(⋅)). IfΔ� > �, then�� is considered
as highest value attribute in �(⋅). At this stage, the splitting
occurs on attribute�� and the decisionnode is converted into
leaf node. �e major drawback of this technique lies in the
fact that there exist certain cases, when the two information
gains have very small di
erences and are equally good to
become a leaf node. At this stage, a tie condition occurs
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and the process gets stuck. Resolving the tie-breaking is a
computation intensive task that increases the processing time
and decreases the overall accuracy of decision tree. At the
same time, it is considered to be inappropriate for resource
constrained WBAN.

To overcome the limitation of VFDT, Hulten et al. [12]
proposed a �xed tie-breaking threshold �. Whenever the
di
erence between two information gains is very small, � acts
as a quick decisive parameter to solve the tie condition. �e
node splitting occurs on the current best attribute regardless
of how good the second best attribute might be. �e value
of � is chosen randomly and remains �xed throughout the
process. An excessive tie-breaking condition reduces the
performance of VFDT-� signi�cantly on noisy and complex
streaming data, even with the use of parameter �. VFDT-�
does not support pruning as the tree size itself is very small.
While improving the accuracy, the tree size explodes. �ere-
fore, a suitable pruning mechanism is required at this stage.

To overcome the limitation of �xed tie-breaking thresh-
old, Yang and Fong [13] proposed an algorithm based on
adaptive tie-breaking threshold computed directly from the
Hoe
ding bound mean. �e value of HB mean �uctuates
intensively with the increase in the noise percentage thus
reducing the accuracy of attack classi�cation.

Concept Adaptive VFDT (CVFDT) [12] maintains two
trees simultaneously in memory. �e tree with the shortest
depth is retained and the other one is discarded. �e main
drawback of this technique is that it consumes more memory
and time tomaintain two trees. Also CVFDT does not handle
noisy data e	ciently.

2.4. E�ect of Noise in Streaming Data. Noisy data is consid-
ered asmeaningless or extraneous data that makes the identi-
�cation of data patterns more di	cult. As the noise increases
in data stream, the number of outliers also increases. In
sensor networks, noise arises due to the changes in system
behavior andmalicious activity in the network.�ere are two
major sources of noise [14].

Error. An error is de�ned as a noisy value coming from an
erroneous sensor. Outliers caused by such errors have a very
high probability of occurrence.

Event. An event refers to a particular phenomenon which,
in this case, is an attack occurrence event that changes the
state of a system. Outliers caused by events occur with small
probability but they are lasting and modify the historical
patterns of sensor data.

In both cases, the presence of outliers due to noisy data
decreases the attack detection accuracy and increases the false
alarm rate. At the same time, the tree size increases which
results in addedmemory consumption.�e goal is to remove
these outliers from the sensor data in order to ensure the high
detection accuracy while keeping the resource consumption
of the network minimal.

Figure 1 shows the detrimental e
ect of noisy data on clas-
si�cation accuracy (Figure 1(a)) and tree size (Figure 1(b)).
�e experimental data is synthetic and supplied as input

to VFDT-� algorithm with � = 0.05 [12]. �e error rate
signi�cantly a
ects both the accuracy and tree size of decision
tree when the number of instances increasesmanifold. Even a
small error rate leads to increase in tree size by several times.

3. Proposed Model

3.1. System Architecture. �e proposed Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) attack detection system studies the network
tra	c behavior and classi�es it as a normal ormalicious tra	c
based on the observed tra	c patterns. �e proposed system
architecture is shown in Figure 2. It consists of following
phases starting from data collection phase up to response
generation phase.

3.1.1. Data Collection Phase. In this phase, the incoming data
stream is captured online and stored in database for training
purposes. �e captured data is supplied as an input to the
preprocessing phase for feature extraction. Each instance of
an incoming tra	c is de�ned by a collection of features and
is represented in feature vector space.

3.1.2. Preprocessing Phase. Preprocessing phase is further
divided into the packet feature extraction phase followed by
the labeling phase. In feature extraction phase, the real-time
packets are captured from the network tra	c in order to
construct the new statistical features.�ese statistical features
are listed in Table 1 and are used for DDoS attack detection
and analysis.�e identi�ed features are important in de�ning
the quality of service (QoS) of the network and to classify the
network tra	c pattern under DDoS attack. In labeling phase,
classes are assigned to these statistical features. �e entire
dataset is divided into two classes labeled as “1” for attack and
“0” for nonattack packet. A�er labeling the resulting dataset
consists of both attack and nonattack data and is used for
training the classi�cation tree.

Mapping the preprocessing phase to feature vector space
is given as follows:

(i) Let “�” be the �-dimensional vector of extracted
features; that is, � = {�1, �2, �3, . . . , ��}, where{1, 2, 3, . . . , �} are the individual packet features.

(ii) Let �� be the packet of � features.

(iii) Let �� be the vector space of labeled packets of
dimension ��.

3.1.3. Attack Classi	cation. In this phase, the incoming tra	c
is classi�ed as attack or nonattack by building a classi�cation
tree using the preprocessed data de�ned in feature vector
space. For building the classi�cation tree, we have proposed
an algorithm, which is discussed in the next section.

3.1.4. Attack Response. �e goal of attack response module
is to minimize the impact of DDoS attack on the victim
node while allowing the legitimate tra	c to move forward.
When a DDoS attack is detected, an appropriate traceback
mechanism is applied to trace an attacker and block his tra	c.
�e traceback technique will be explored in future work.
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Figure 1: (a) E
ect of noise on accuracy. (b) E
ect of noise on tree size.

Table 1: List of features.

Features Description Formula for calculation

Packet loss (PL)
percentage

Number of packets lost due to the interaction of the
legitimate tra	c with the attack. It is the presence of
congestion in the network due to DDoS �ooding
attacks.

Loss = [∑PL∑PS
] ∗ 100.

(i) PL is the packet lost.

(ii) PS is the total number of packets sent towards
the destination.

Delay or latency
�e time taken by the packets to reach from source to
destination.

Delay = ∑(PATime� − PSTime�).
(i) PATime� is the packet arrival time.

(ii) PSTime� the packet start time.

Jitter (delay variation)
�e variation in the time between packets arriving
within a particular window. Jitter is used as an indicator
of consistency and stability of network.

Jitter = �∑
�=0

[(Delay� − Delay)
� ].

(i) Delay� is packet duration.

(ii) Delay is the last packet delay.

(iii)� is the di
erence of packet sequence
number

�roughput (TH)
Bytes transferred per unit time from source to
destination. �e DDoS defense mechanism ideally
increases the throughput for the legitimate users.

TH = ∑��=0 PacketReceived∑��=0 (PacketStartTime − StopTime) .

3.2. Enhanced Very Fast Decision Tree (EVFDT): A Proposed
Classi	cation Algorithm. �e proposed classi�cation algo-
rithm is an enhancement of original VFDT-� [12] to make
it e	cient for the detection of DDoS attack in resource
constrained cloud-assistedWBAN.�eEVFDT classi�cation
algorithm simultaneously trains and tests the decision tree
based on learning tra	c patterns and classi�es malicious
behavior based on these learned patterns as shown in
Figure 2.

Considering the severity of DDoS attack, the scarce
resources, and missing protection mechanism of WBAN, the
EVFDT improves the existing VFDT algorithms in terms of
following parameters: (1) accuracy; (2) tree size; (3) time; (4)
memory.

3.2.1. EVFDTTree Building Process. EVFDT is based on origi-
nal VFDT-� [12] and is improved in two aspects: accuracy and
the tree size. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of EVFDT.
It is divided into four subprocedures as described below.

(A) Procedure for Tree Initialization. In this procedure, the tree
is initialized using a single leaf node, which is a root node.
�e tree grows as a new data stream arrives at the root node.
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of Tree Initialization
Procedure. �e procedure is executed when the �rst data
stream arrives and it is the same as VFDT-� [12].
(B) Procedure for New Stream Sample. In this procedure, data
from the stream is traversed starting from the root node.
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Each time a new data stream arrives, this procedure traverses
the stream from root node to the leaf node and at the same
time the tree statistics are updated. Algorithm 3 shows the
pseudocode for traversing a new sample. �is procedure is
same as tree traversing of VFDT-� [12].
(C) Procedure for Accuracy Improvement. Algorithm 4 shows
the proposed pseudocode for EVFDT, that is, enhancing the
accuracy of VFDT-� [12]. VFDT-� takes a �xed value of �
to break the tie as discussed in Section 2.3, which can be
deviating because of presence of noise. To overcome this,
optimized VFDT (OVFDT) takes the mean of Hoe
ding
bound (HB) values for tie-breaking. As noise ratio is high
in sensor data, a simple mean does not depict the true
mean of HB because of the presence of outliers. To cater for
such outliers, EVFDT incorporates a procedure for accuracy
enhancement as given in Algorithm 4 and explained as
follows.

Let� be the sorted list of HB values,! the total number
of HB values in� , and � the new HB value seen at the node.
Starting with ! ≥ 3, the mean of di
erence between HB
values in � is calculated. �is mean is stored as threshold�	. Let � � be the position of � in � and the PrunedMean
is calculated with new value �. If this PrunedMean is less

than the threshold �	, then � is added to � ; otherwise, � is
discarded as an outlier.

(D) Procedure for Tree Pruning. Algorithm 5 shows the
pseudocode for the proposed tree pruning and explained as
follows.

Let HT be the Hoe
ding tree to be pruned and  the
stream of examples belonging to  0 and DataSeenAtLeaf�0 is
the number of samples seen at leaf node. For every example in  0 is passed through the tree starting from the root
node. If  0 is �ltered to the leaf node �0, then increment
DataSeenAtLeaf�0 otherwise continues growing the HT.

If DataSeenAtLeaf�0 is less than �, where � is the
threshold for checking the eligibility of a node to be part of
HT, then prune the tree by deleting the leaf node �0 and
updating theHT.�e eligibility of the node to be part ofHT is
checked by comparing the number of samples seen at the leaf
nodewith �.�e comparisonwill tell us that this leaf node has
less contribution towards classi�cation as a smaller number
of instances are �ltered to this leaf node on the current
HT.

4. Simulation Experiments and Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of proposed
EVFDT in detectingDDoS attack from incoming data stream
in cloud-assisted WBAN environment. EVFDT is compared
with VFDT and its variants in terms of the following param-
eters: accuracy, time, tree size, andmemory.�ese evaluation
parameters are important for comparison. Analysis shows
that a higher classi�cation accuracy produces a bigger tree
size which in turn consumes more memory space and takes
more learning time. Similarly, a faster learning speed brings
a smaller tree size, which results in less memory space but
lower classi�cation accuracy.

�e proposed EVFDT algorithm has been implemented
using Very Fast Machine Learning (VFML) libraries [15].�e
experiments are run on windows7-64-bit workstation with
2.8GHz CPU and 8GB RAM with all background processes
switched o
.

4.1. Synthetic Datasets. �e Low Energy Adaptive Clustering
Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol [16] was implemented in NS-2
for generating the synthetic data stream containing 1 million
data values, which are divided into �ve datasets. Each dataset
contains di
erent number of instances and noise percentage.
LEACH protocol is selected because it is lightweight and
closely re�ects theWBAN scenario. Cluster heads act as body
control unit (BCU) and all other nodes as sensor nodes as
depicted in Figure 3. LEACH is responsible for transferring
the data from WBAN sensor node to BCU. �e simulation
runs for 900 s, 1200 s, 1500 s, 1800 s, and 2000 s to generate
the data streams. Other simulation parameters and network
con�gurations are shown in Table 2.

�e resulting dataset includes both attack and nonattack
data. �e DDoS attack code is attached to sensor nodes to
make themmalicious.�e number of malicious sensor nodes
varies with di
erent attack dataset.
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Input: : a stream of examples�: a set of symbolic attributes�(⋅): heuristic evaluation function for node splitting�: one minus desired probability of choosing the correct attribute at any given node.�
min

: number of samples between estimation of growth� : sorted list of Hoe
ding bound values!: total number of values in� �: new Hoe
ding Bound value seen at the node�	: adaptive threshold 0: subset of  →  0 ∈  �: 5% of examples in  0. �reshold for checking the eligibility of a node to be part of HT
Size of  0 = �

min

Output:
A decision tree HT

Procedure EnhancedVFDT( ,�, �, �, �
min

)
BEGIN:
A stream of examples  arrives

IF (HT = %), THEN TreeInitialization(S, X)
Get an Initialized HT with a single root node

IF (HT ̸= %), THEN NewStreamSample(S, X)
Label ' with the majority class among the samples seen so far at '
Let �1 be the number of samples seen at '
IF the samples seen so far at ' are not all of the same class and (�
 mode �

min
) = 0

THEN
Compute �
(��) for each attribute�� ∈ �
 − {��} using ���(')
PrunedMean = AccuracyEVFDT(� ,!, �, �	)
Let�� be the attribute with highest �
 and�� be the attribute with second-highest �

Compute * using (1)
Let Δ�
 = �
(��) − �
(��)
IF ((Δ�
) > * or (Δ�
) ≤ PrunedMean) and�� ̸= ��, THEN split�� as a branch

FOR each branch of split
Add a new leaf '� and let�� = � − {��}
Let ��(��) be the � obtained by predicting the most frequent class at '�
FOR each class � and each value ��� of each attribute�� ∈ �
 − {��}
Let ���('�) = 0.

END-FOR
END-FOR

END-IF
ELSE Pruning( ,  0, �min

, �, HT)
Return HT
END:

Algorithm 1: EVFDT procedure: enhanced EVFDT.

Procedure TreeInitialization( ,�)
BEGIN:

Let HT be a tree with a single leaf '1 (the root)
Let�1 = � ∪ (��)
Let �1(��) be the � obtained by predicting the most frequent class in  
FOR each class �

FOR each value ��� of each attribute�� ∈ �
Let ���(') = 0

END-FOR
END- FOR
Return HT

END:

Algorithm 2: EVFDT procedure: tree initialization.
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Procedure NewStreamSample( ,�)
BEGIN:
FOR each new instance (�, �) in  
Sort (�, �) into a leaf ' using HT

FOR each ��� in� such that�� ∈ �
Increment ���(')

END-FOR
END:

Algorithm 3: EVFDT procedure: new stream sample.

Table 2: Simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

Sensing �eld 50 × 50

Topology Star

Simulation time 900 s, 1200 s, 1500 s, 1800 s, 2000 s

Packet size 1000 bytes

Radio communication range 2m standard, 5m special use

Number of nodes 50

BAN coordinator Directional mode

Sensor nodes Omnidirectional mode

Routing protocol LEACH

Transport protocol TCP

4.1.1. DDoS Attack Strategy: Generation and Analysis. In this
section, an attack dataset is generated and analyzed at TCP
layer. In ongoing simulation experiment, �rst the normal
TCP tra	c was considered for analysis. Secondly, the attack
was generated and its intensity under �ooding attack with
TCP tra	c was analyzed. An attack algorithm was written
and generated online. �e resulting dataset (attack dataset)
is stored in database at base station for preprocessing. �e
proposed EVFDT algorithm was applied on the prepro-
cessed dataset. �e DDoS attack algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 6.

Java code is written to randomly add noise in the dataset.
For this purpose,�-dimensional feature vector is multiplied
with vector of random variables taken from the Normal
Distribution �(0, 62), where 62 is noise variance adjusted
according to the percentage of noise added.

To evaluate the performance of EVFDT, noise is attached
to datasets in order to compare the result of EVFDT with
VFDT and its variants under di
erent noise percentage. Each
dataset contains di
erent number of instances and divided
into 20% testing data and 80% training data to learn the
classi�er. �e performance is evaluated using the following
parameters.

(1) Attack Detection Accuracy. In general, the accuracy of
EVFDT is directly proportional to the number of data stream
samples. With the increase in data stream samples, the
EVFDT becomes more and more accurate as long as there

is noise-free data. But as soon as the noise is injected, the
classi�cation accuracy starts decreasing as shown in Figure 4.

For the conducted simulation experiments, attack detec-
tion accuracy was calculated using

Detection Accuracy = True Positives + True Negatives

Total number of Tested Examples
, (3)

where True Positive (TP) is number of samples correctly
classi�ed as attack class, True Negative (TN) is number of
samples correctly classi�ed as nonattack class, False Positive
(FP) is number of samples incorrectly classi�ed as attack
class, and False Negative (FN) is number of samples incor-
rectly classi�ed as nonattack class.

Figure 5 shows the accuracy comparison of EVFDT
with existing VFDT and its variants on datasets with noise
percentage of 10% and 20%. On all experimental datasets,
EVFDT maintains higher accuracy with less false alarm rate
and more sensitivity.

Table 3 shows the sensitivity, speci�city, and false alarm
rate (FAR) of algorithms with respect to di
erent noise
percentages. �ese can be calculated using (4) (sensitivity),
(5) (speci�city), and (6) (FAR)

Sensitivity = (True Positives)(True Positives + False Negatives) , (4)

Speci�city = (True Negatives)
(True Negatives + False Positives) , (5)

FAR = (False Positives)(False Positives + True Negatives) . (6)

Results show that the average accuracy of EVFDT is
greater than VFDT and its variants. VFDT-� has lowest
accuracy among all algorithms.

(2) Tree Size. A signi�cant characteristic of EVFDT lies in
its ability to build a decision tree with reduced tree size
and increased classi�cation accuracy simultaneously.�e tree
size gets bigger with increase in noise percentage as shown
in Figure 6. Although VFDT-� obtains smallest tree size in
our simulation, it results in increased classi�cation error.
As shown in Table 4, notably, EVFDT maintains a smaller
tree size. In few cases, EVFDT and VFDT-� produce same
tree size, but the average tree size of EVFDT is smaller than
VFDT-�. �e tree size is the depth of the decision tree. �e
simulation experiment shows the tree size (TS): TSEVFDT <
TSVFDT-� < TSCVFDT < TSOVFDT.

(3) Computation Time. Early detection of an attack is a
desirable property of any algorithm. A detection mechanism
should be fast enough in detecting an attack. Computational
time is the total time taken in seconds for processing a full
set of data stream. Computational complexity of proposed
algorithm is proportional to 7('89V:), where '8 is the length
of a pruned tree, 9 is the total number of attributes, V is the
number of values per attribute, and : is the number of classes.
VFDT-�has a small running time due to small and �xed value
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Procedure AccuracyEVFDT(� ,!, �, �	)
BEGIN

IF (! == 1)
�	 = ∑ � !

ELSE-IF (! == 2)
�	 = ∑ � !
FOR (; = 1)�?� = � �+1 − � �

Increment ; = ; + 1; < !
END-FOR

ELSE // Calculate mean di�erence of � without �
FOR (; = 1)�?� = � �+1 − � �

Increment ; = ; + 1; < !
END-FOR�	 = (∑��=1�?�)/! //Updated�reshold
Let� � be the position of “�” in sorted list

PrunedMean =
(� � − � �−1) + (� �+1 − � �)2

IF (PrunedMean ≤ �	)
THEN

Add � in sorted list� � ←A � + �
ELSE

Discard � as it is outlier� ←A � 
Return PrunedMean
END

Algorithm 4: EVFDT procedure: accuracy EVFDT.

Procedure Pruning(S,  0, �min
, �, HT)

BEGIN:
Let DataSeenAtLeaf be the number of samples seen at leaf node �0
FOR each example  ∈  0

IF the sample  traverses to the node �0 which is a leaf node
THEN
Start counter on node �0
Increment: DataSeenAtLeaf �0

ELSE
Continue growing EVFDT

END-FOR
IF (DataSeenAtLeaf < �)
THEN

Prune the tree: Delete �0
UPDATE HT

END:

Algorithm 5: EVFDT procedure: pruned EVFDT.

�. EVFDT takes slightly more time than VFDT-� because of
pruning and threshold computation as shown in Figure 7.
�e computation time (CT) is compared as CTVFDT-� <
CTEVFDT < CTOVFDT < CTCVFDT.

(4) Memory. Taking into account the resource scarcity of
WBAN environment, the proposed mechanism should con-
sume lessmemory resources as shown in Figure 8.�e advan-
tage of VFDT over existing machine learning techniques is
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Input:
SN: Set of sensor nodes for cluster head selection
: Number of rounds
Simulation Parameters of LEACH protocol

Output:
DDoS Attack Dataset

Procedure DDoSAttackAlgorithm(SN, 
)
BEGIN:

IF (	 = 0)
Initial round �� selection

FOR maximum number of rounds “	”
Choose 	 rounds �� randomly�� announces schedule time � to all SN

END-FOR
Attach attack code with random nodes�	
Randomly initiates malicious nodes towards victim node B

Malicious nodes start and stop randomly according to time � during formation
Malicious nodes start compromise victim node B

Malicious nodes forward �ooding packets to B with high rate to over�ow and consume resources available to victim
Victim node B receives packet with high rate

More malicious nodes start compromising victim at their schedule time � causing DDoS �ooding attack
END:

Algorithm 6: DDoS attack algorithm.

Table 3: Sensitivity, speci�city, and FAR of the algorithms.

Noise
VFDT-� (%) CVFDT (%) OVFDT (%) EVFDT (%)

SN SP AC FA SN SP AC FA SN SP AC FA SN SP AC FA

0% 90.8 98.4 92.2 5.4 89.8 99.4 94.6 5.1 97.6 94.9 96.2 2.4 97.9 94.7 96.5 1.1

5% 79.2 91.7 87.4 5.9 78.9 91.7 87.5 5.7 79.2 91.7 87.6 2.7 82.3 90.0 89.8 1.3

10% 78.2 88.8 82.3 6.8 69.2 90.8 79.6 6.2 77.0 90.7 83.6 3.2 80.2 88.4 84.2 1.7

15% 76.3 88.3 81.2 7.3 67.7 88.9 78.0 7.0 76.9 86.8 80.4 3.5 79.2 86.8 83.0 2.2

20% 77.7 81.3 78.2 7.9 66.9 79.1 76.9 7.8 79.9 81.0 79.3 4.1 78.1 83.4 81.5 2.7

Avg. 80.4 88.9 84.2 6.7 74.5 89.1 83.3 6.3 82.5 89.0 85.4 3.2 83.6 88.6 87.0 1.8

Table 4: Tree size comparison with di
erent noise percentage.

Dataset Noise VFDT-� CVFDT OVFDT EVFDT

Dataset-10

0% 4 5 6 3

5% 6 7 8 6

10% 9 9 11 8

15% 9 10 13 9

20% 9 9 15 8

Average 7 8 9 6

Dataset-10

0% 5 6 5 5

5% 7 7 8 7

10% 8 9 10 6

15% 10 11 11 8

20% 10 11 13 8

Average 8 9 10 6

that it does not require a full dataset to be stored in memory.
Memory required for running EVFDT is proportional to

7(�9V:), where � is the number of decision nodes in a tree,9 is the total number of attributes, V is the number of values
per attribute, and : is the number of classes.�e total amount
of memory required to run EVFDT is the sum of memory
allocated for learning and memory allocated for training.
EVFDT consumes less memory than existing algorithms and
is compared as (C): CEVFDT < COVFDT < CCVFDT <CVFDT-�.

4.2. Comparison of EVFDT with VFDT and Its Variants.
Comparison of EVFDT classi�cation algorithm with existing
VFDT and its variants is shown in Table 5. Only OVFDT and
EVFDT can handle noisy data. At the same time, OVFDT
handles noisy data to some extent and becomes inaccurate
with the increase in noise percentage due to the presence of
outliers. VFDT-�, CVFDT, and IVFDT do not provide tree
pruning. �ey maintain small tree size from the beginning
but with increased error percentage in classi�cation. Only
proposed EVFDT algorithm e	ciently handles noisy data
and at the same time maintains small tree size with less
resource usage.
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Table 5: Comparison of existing machine learning techniques with VFDT.

Features VFDT-� CVFDT OVFDT EVFDT

Detection accuracy Very low Very low
Good; does not
handle outliers

Excellent

Resource usage
(time/memory)

Less time; more
memory

More time in
building two trees;
requires additional

memory

Less time; less
memory

Having same time
as VFDT but

consuming very
less memory space

Noisy data
handling

Does not handle
noisy data

Not appropriate
under noisy data

HB �uctuation
intensi�es under

noisy data;
accuracy decreases

Handles noisy data
e	ciently

Tree size/pruning
Small tree size; no

pruning
Same tree size as
VFDT; no pruning

Small tree size;
incremental
pruning

Small tree size;
iterative pruning

Computational
resources

Consuming less
resources

Consuming more
resources by

maintaining two
trees

Consuming less
resources

Consuming very
less resources by
cutting of HB

outliers

Body control unit (BCU)

Sensor node

SN

SN

SN

SN

SN
SN

SN

SN

SN

BCU
BCU

Base station

Figure 3: Illustration of LEACH protocol.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Nowadays, zombies-based DDoS attack occurs with legiti-
mate �ow of tra	c. �erefore, it is very di	cult to detect
such attacks even with the presence of stored attack tra	c
signatures. �e challenge is to distinguish the legitimate
tra	c and DDoS attack tra	c. Data mining techniques for
data classi�cation fail for real-time streaming data and also
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Figure 4: Accuracy in di
erent noise percentage.

they require a su	cient amount of memory for data storage.
On the other hand, stream mining techniques handle high
speed streaming data originating from WBAN sensors and
are e	cient for resource scarce WBAN network. An algo-
rithm based on VFDT is proposed in this paper. Our main
contributions include a novel enhanced Very Fast Decision
Tree (EVFDT) classi�cation algorithm and it di
ers from
existing algorithms in terms of attack classi�cation accuracy
and tree size. �e performance of EVFDT algorithms is
evaluated on the synthetic dataset generated by implementing
a LEACH protocol. An attack code is written to generate
DDoS attack. Experimental result shows that the proposed
algorithm is able to detect an attack with high classi�cation
accuracy (96.5%) and low false alarm rate (1.1%) with less
memory overhead.�e proposedmodel is deployed at victim
node and is deployed in real-time network environment. In
future, the proposed architecture is deployed on real WBAN
test bed to evaluate the performance of proposed algorithm.
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Figure 5: Accuracy versus number of instances in di
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erent noise percentage.
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